Platforms
As an American, undeniably and deeply love my proud America
in the same breath, there’s nothing weak addressing weaknesses to reinforce strengths in our proud America –
in the past and present, we've visited issues by way of policies and controlled channels
our perceptions won't allow permanent residences so at best our desired results are coming in small samples –
so via sports, media, and Hollywood our powers and purposes are continuing to changed
looking beyond our understandings, social media allows our voices to travel long range –
being cognizant to protests, speeches, expressions, there's nothing more important than our messages
because humility highlights the purposes and principles
without the pure pressures of presidential or spiked beverages –
you'll think with the history with the NFL and their owners
associated with CTE, PEDs, and all other dark passages
you'll think the NFL would encourage its players and the world to take heed to its players’ messages –
this is why we appreciate forums like First Take who consistently addresses the real
although ESPN or First Take is not our national anthem Stephen A., Max, and Molly the real deal –
so we aim to shine on every platform like Donald Trump
it’s crazy how this man will belittle his constituents, our
common sense, LeBron James, forth down forced to punt –
I concur with Will Cain, LeBron should meet with Donald Trump even though it’s queasy for him
the bigger picture of conforming conflicts into triumphs discovers our most precious gems –
so even though Iran and North Korea continue to rub so many the wrong way
worry not because although conversations pose nuclear threats
mentally and ballistically we are ready the long way to the Hall of Fame, nothing should overshadow athletic history and purposes
in the same breathe, we can’t ignore Francis Scott Key wrote our National Anthem
in 1814 when colored folk were considered 3/5 worthless –
many people believe a product is useless if it’s never promoted or bought
Oyezzz be sure to Google and digest the closing what good are lessons if unknown or never taught -

The Oyezzz Press ITL (Inside The Lines)
Here's an excerpt from one of my authored titles Holes In My Foundation:
"We are at a point in America where many things that were in the dark are coming to light. The magnitude of its
oppressive natures and darkness are overwhelming.
Colin Kaepernick, like you and I, has been programmed to love our national anthem like family as I believe we
all do.
However, like family there are some things we learn about family that pisses us off and betrayal and lack of
love is at the forefront of distaste.
There are many who feel a type of way because of the timing of Colin's social injustice messages during the
playing of America’s national anthem, the Star Spangle Banner.
Francis Scott Key authored the anthem in 1814 at the height of slavery when African Americans amongst other
colored races were considered animals or at best 3/5 of a human being.
So arguably would it be fair to say the Star Spangle Banner language did not include African American or other
races of color at the height of slavery when we were considered animals or at best 3/5 of a human being?
To be uneducated is one thing, however, to be deprived of education and true history is something entirely
different."
Via our smartphones, etc., the power is in the palms of our hands. Google the unedited version of the Star
Spangled Banner.
As Americans, we were and continue to be taught to love the edited version of our national anthem.
That point is worthy of addressing because today via social media, etc., regardless of our professions we are
holding individuals accountable for things they may have said or done prior to there arrivals.
It is time we address the questionable language of the unedited version of the Star Spangled Banner. Even if
the end result suggests our national anthem warrants change.
Not only are records meant to be broken, to address history is to create history.
Oyezzz
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